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 Sheikha Grok - A Tokenized Tale of Tradition and Technology 

Introduction 

 
Embarking on the grand quest for the Sheikha Grok throne, the vast kingdom of Sheikha Grok-powered memes 

filled with prosperity, guided by vibrant green candles lighting the way. Despite the abundance, a worthy leader 

capable of steering the meme movement across chains remains elusive. Fear not, for the valiant Sheikha Grok, 

born of the Arabian King Grok Father's lineage, rises to unite the diverse tribes of Grok memes for an 

unprecedented meme takeover—a mission of triumph or peril. 

The relentless tick of time urges Sheikha Groks forward. As meme kingdoms burgeon across blockchains, it's time 

to unite under Sheikha Grok's banner, the fearless leader ready to advance their domain and conquer all who 

oppose. There's no room for retreat or surrender. With unwavering determination, the Sheikha Groks set their 

sights on the moon, transcending into the mystical realm of Arabian Silicon Oasis. Here, tradition harmonizes 

with technology as Sheikha Grok emerges, a crypto meme token destined to reshape decentralized finance with 

its enchanting narrative and the thrilling dynamics of the crypto world. 

 

Mission 
The mission of Sheikha Grok, the sovereign ruler of all Grok Memes, is to elevate the Grok-powered Meme family 

to unparalleled prominence across various blockchain realms, commencing with the Binance Smart Chain. The 

goal is to forge unity among all tribes and sects of Grok Memes, synergizing their collective strength and 

intelligence to emerge as the most viral meme while spearheading the expansion of Web3 adoption. 

With a singular objective—a comprehensive Grok-meme takeover—the Sheikha Grok endeavours to assert 

dominance over all meme kingdoms. The strategic objectives are meticulously laid out: 

1. To evolve into an unstoppable force within the meme realm, propelling towards the moon! 

2. To unite all tribes of Grok Memes. 

3. To establish the Sheikha Grok Meme community as the foremost and most potent meme family on the 

Binance Smart Chain. 

4. To crown Sheikha Grok as the sovereign ruler Queen among meme monarchs. 

Beyond meme supremacy, Sheikha Grok's vision embraces the noble task of forming enduring alliances by 

marrying Sheikhs from other royal family groups. This not only solidifies meme dominance but also continues the 

legacy of the Sheikh Grok King, fostering unity and prosperity within the expansive Grok Meme community.
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Tokenomics 

Distribution  
Token Ticker $SHGROK 

Total Supply 100,000,000 

Presale + Liquidity + Burn 80% 

Wedding pass Rewards 8% 

Cex Listing 5% 

Marketing  5% 

Dev Support 2% 

Buy/Sell Tax 0% 

 

• Presale (40%): The inaugural phase invites early adopters to partake in the Sheikha Grok tale. The presale 

contributes to initial liquidity and establishes the foundation for a robust community. 

• Liquidity (20%): Stability and security are paramount. Thus, 20% of tokens are reserved for liquidity, 

fortifying the Sheikha Grok ecosystem against market fluctuations. 

• Token Burn (20%): Post-presale, a strategic 20% of tokens is earmarked for burning. Here, Sheikha Grok 

distinguishes itself by transparency—20% of the token burn will be locked in PinkLock until the Wedding 

Pass Reward event, ensuring the benefit accrues to token holders. After the event, the locked tokens will 

be burned, enhancing scarcity, and propelling the token's value. 

• Wedding Pass Rewards (8%): The top 50 buyers and steadfast hodlers of Sheikha Grok tokens earn 

exclusive Royal Wedding Passes. As a token of gratitude, an airdrop of 8% additional tokens follows, 

distributed proportionally to their holdings, granting them a privileged view of the grand celebration. 

• CEX (5%): Partnership with centralized exchanges (CEX) is essential for accessibility and broader 

community reach. Hence, 5% of tokens are dedicated to major exchange listings and collaborations. 

• Marketing (5%): To fuel adoption and community growth, 5% of tokens fund diverse marketing 

initiatives, fostering partnerships, promotions, and engaging community events. Notably, a massive 

marketing push is planned both pre and post the launch of $SHGROK to ensure maximum impact and 

visibility. 

• Developer Support (2%): Acknowledging the importance of continuous development, 2% of tokens are 

reserved to provide support for the ongoing efforts of the development team. In a commitment to 

sustained enhancement and innovation of the Sheikha Grok ecosystem, these tokens will be locked under 

Pink Lock for an initial period of 3 months and gradually unvested over the subsequent three months. 

This strategic approach aligns with our dedication to long-term project development and success. 
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Tax Structure: 

• Buy Tax (0%): Sheikha Grok has opted for a tax-free buying experience, promoting a seamless and cost-

effective process for users. This decision ensures that token buyers enjoy a straightforward and transparent 

investment journey, fostering accessibility and ease. 

• Sell Tax (0%): Sheikha Grok has eliminated the sell tax altogether, encouraging a free and unrestricted 

trading environment. This decision not only benefits sellers by maximizing their returns but also 

contributes to the overall liquidity, marketing, and well-being of the Sheikha Grok ecosystem. Embracing 

a tax-free structure is a strategic choice to empower our community and provide them with a frictionless 

and rewarding token experience. 

We firmly believe that these incentives, coupled with strong community engagement, will attract resilient 

diamond hand hodlers. Therefore, there is no need for imposing any tax, allowing our community to enjoy 

the full benefits of their investments. 

 

 

 

Sheikha Grok's Commitment to Hodlers Benefits: A Trailblazing Approach to Token 
Burns 

 
Highlighting our dedication to transparency, Sheikha Grok distinguishes itself from projects 

that execute token burns before the presale, a practice that often yields no discernible benefits 

for token holders. 

Notably, 20% of the $SHGROK token is securely locked in Pink Lock until the Wedding Pass 

Reward event, establishing a foundation of trust and openness. To mitigate possible selloffs 

resulting from the 8% airdrop to Wedding Pass Rewards holders, a substantial 20% of the 

supply will undergo burning, generating a noteworthy price surge and reinforcing the strength 

of our ecosystem. 
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Community Engagement 
An integral part of the Sheikha Grok experience is the exclusive engagement opportunities for the community: 

• Royal Wedding Passes (50 members): The top 50 holders receive exclusive access to the Telegram 

Group for the Royal Wedding Celebration. These privileged members stand a chance to win Thousand 

dollars’ worth of prizes during this exclusive event. (Est Time 28th January – 30th January 2024) 

• Royal Wedding Grand Prize ($15,000): For resilient diamond hand $SHGROK Hodlers and dedicated 

community members, the chance to compete for the Royal Wedding Grand Prize of $15,000 awaits. This 

exclusive opportunity serves as a compelling incentive, rewarding those showcasing unwavering 

commitment and loyalty to Sheikha Grok tokens. 
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Roadmap 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Phase 1: Kingdom Inception  
❖ Token creation and smart contract 

deployment 

❖ Website and social media launch 

❖ Audit & KYC from reputable firm 

❖ Commencement of the presale 

 

       Phase 2: Royal Engagement  
❖ Sheikha Grok on the News 

❖ Community Growth 

❖ Huge Marketing Push 

❖ Ambassadors Application 

❖ Presale completion and token 

distribution 

❖ Coingecko/Coinmarketcap Listings 

❖ Trending on AveDex, Dexview & 

other data aggregators 

❖ Listing on Major Exchanges 

       Phase 3: Grand Celebration  
❖ Royal Wedding Pass distribution to top 50 

holders. 

❖ Exclusive access to Telegram Group for 

Royal Wedding Celebration 

❖ Airdrop of additional tokens to pass 

holders. 

❖ Token Burn to pump the token value. 

❖ Announcement of winners for $15,000 

Grand Prize 

 

         Phase 4: Prosperous  

❖ Ongoing marketing initiatives and 

partnerships 

❖ Community-driven events and 

competitions 

❖ Exploring additional use cases for 

Sheikha Grok within the crypto space 

❖ 100,000+ holders 
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Our Partners 
Establishing strategic alliances with industry titans to ensure the triumph of Sheikha Grok's reign. 

 
Media Witnesses 
Highlighted across major media platforms, Sheikha Grok takes centre stage in the grand narrative of 

technological royalty.  

 
Stand with Us 

Join the forces of Sheikha Grok as we embark on a journey to conquer the meme realm in its entirety. 

     

   
 

 

https://twitter.com/SheikhaGrok 

https://t.me/SheikhaGrok 
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Conclusion 

Amidst the roaring meme wave, GROKs rise with vigor, now led by Sheikha Grok. Poised for conquest, the 

Queen vows to elevate Grok Memes to unprecedented heights. Victory is the only option; failure is not an option. 

The digital realm beckons you to join a tale intertwining tradition and technology, forging a community-focused 

kingdom driven by prosperity, unity, and innovation. Sheikha Grok extends an invitation to shape the future of 

decentralized finance together, where the harmonious blend of tradition and technology propels us toward a 

thriving digital frontier. 

 

Disclaimer 
$SHGROK is a BEP20 meme coin devoid of intrinsic value or financial return expectations. It’s built by a 

dedicated and based group of contributors; its existence is purely for entertainment and community engagement 

purposes. 

 


